Delta Airlines Turns the Screws on the Un-injected

Delta Air Lines employees who have chosen not to get the Covid shot will be forced to pay $200 extra each month for their health insurance, and they will not get sick pay if they get Covid. But in a discriminatory move, when vaccinated employees get Covid, they will get sick pay. There’s no common sense in this or any recognition of human rights. The goal is complete submission.

Will employees be forced to choose between groceries and their God-given right not to be injected? While some say hospitals have long forced flu shots, it’s only because they’re seeking higher quality scores from the government, not because they’re protecting patients. Delta employees must hold the line, even at the cost of $2400 a year or litigation. If they don’t win now, expect more genetic and other required injections in the future. They must stand now.


“Workers who aren’t vaccinated for COVID-19 should be prepared to pay more for health coverage,” Francis Agustin, MSN, approximately August 19, 2021 (“six days ago”): https://bit.ly/3zpPQ1c